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NOVELIST JOfil[ FOW · 
by Yvonne Francine 
Abstract 
·· $ object of. th1s thesis 1s to give an evaluation of 
1926 in England 11 ·the author 
he Collector (1963)~ The ~ 'NR£ 't ts a z adir ·,a:-w ~ -·f& ·-= fit · us 
and concepts as they 
though he was greatly influenced by both. 
to He:raclitus._ t':rom. whom he derived the 
best in life), the 
the . i-tany i and the importance or the 
or ideas are dependent 
<efterg:,.on their opposites, enemies and eont9 
.. 
is a study of each of 
ideas@ The Collector 
Q;r . ·- ~ : . _. 
' illustra~ 
potential 
-
It can 
o.n the artist's rejection by the 
T ·· e French .Lieutenant es Woman both port1"8.y 
~~.: c .· trf17t, Qi .. ; t. . . \$1 £ilai .. ll;:!!J '5¥ili¥'1"' ; _ .. ; HilWI a4 f •. ~f l 1 t,; 
process of growing up. They have to come to 
ot their freedom, t~1r 1solat1ont and 
They must accept what they have become and 
meaningful actions freely 
Nicholas f 1nds tl1e '\)fay to 
mm i. +.,. "'·1 ime:. ~ 1· ~ CO~+ ...., S i , 1 . ~ , i 
Charles learns that life s to be 
of this thesis I attempt to de~1ne the 
the 
11.is most secret attit11des, 
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Be ls also an ~t1st devoted to his orafto He owes his 
.t~ his !'lob 1mag1nat1on. to his sense of mysteryt 
t11'1~ insights., The quality ot his style and his 
are fair guarantees of a lasting fame. 
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Abstract 
of this thesis is to give an evaluation of 
1926 in England, the author 
(1964 9 68 0 70)@ The Collector (1963, The Magus 
French Lieutenant 9 s Woman (1969)0 
and concepts as they 
in Ideaso Fowles is 
though he was greatly influenced by both~ 
to Heraclitus, from whom he derived the 
ar1stos'' ( or the best in life) f) the 
the Many 9 and the importance of the 
idea that men or ideas are dependent 
energy on their opposites 0 enemies and con~ 
also greatly influenced by Freudian psycho= 
particula..ro 
is a study of each of 
ideas0 The Collector 
1llustra""3 
Few (Miranda) whose potential 
evil of the Manyo It can 
on the artistts rejection by the 
Lieutenant's Woman both portray 
~nd~vfdual(Nichola.s Urfe and Charles_Smithson) engaged in 
process of growing up@ They have to come to the 
their freedom,.the1r isolation, and responsibility# 
I 
.. 
2 
what they have become and achieve their own 
actions freely chosen and respons1~ 
Nicholas finds the way to enter a genuine rela~ 
Alison and commits himself to life and to a wo-
lea.r.ns .that life has to be indured 0 however hope-
each 1'now'' is vita.lo 
I attempt to define the 
I ~ He is an ecrivain engage in 
intention to reveal the 
his most secret attitudes~ 
puts him in that category; 
addresses himself to 
free consciousness--of his readero 
an artist devoted to his crafto He owes his 
his sense of mystery, 
The quality of his s~tyle and his 
are fair guarantees of a lasting fameo 
, 
• 
-recent presence on the best~seller 11st 
the earlier works of this contemporary 
enabled him to republish a book ent1~ 
ap-
first 
The former was poorly received by 
public al1kee The novelist Anthony Burgess de-
of gnomic utterances which attested 
occasional craokercemottos bathos-a certain 1ntele,) 
be commended in a no·velist~ ,,1 and the 
tor:y review stating that ''art, relig1on 0 education and other 
Most of 
or outright unfair 
is quoted out of context and used to 
Fowles had set out to says The best example of 
criticism.can be found in John Mortimer's article 
that was published in The New States~ 
\ 
States, the critiques were more favorable 
novelists seldom make good ph1lo~ 
This . last article · .. 1s very general and 1 t does 
were made 
to share this opinion 
to Richard Boston, in an interview for the 
I 
. 
. 
4 Times Book Rev1ew 9 that ''a lot of it wa.s complete-
fla.mboyancea And the pens~e for1n is very antieeo 
the English palate" ,,5 He said this in 1969, vihen 
it even if I was given 
·stick by what I said in that bookQ I think 
. even mildly prophetic 0 o,6 And so a new edi tlon, 
authort> appeared in 1970, in a. paperback edi= 
New American Library, with a new preface added, in 
hints at 1 ts ''relevance to the American experience El'' 7 
,:::) 
thesis will be to present the major 
concepts of John Fowles as they ar,e expressed in 
and to show how his fictional works exemplify them. 
three novels to daten The Collector 
and The French Lieutenant's Worra.n wrrlch 
was on the New York Times bestseller list 
These three novels will be studied as 
the writer's philosophy of 11fe!9 Fowles said 
the art of novel writing was v•being able to 
minds o '' 8 
his novels, at their 
of this thesis will be an attempt 
as a novelist and possibly to give 
work, although time alone will decide of 
·so·rar, most of the critics have praised 
sales are concerned, each work was 
. : 
li• 
; 
I . 
~ .. 
precedinge If its promises are 
Pdwles' forthcoming novels, The Aristos will 
added significance of stating a major area.-
John Fowles 8 aim was 
-
With professional philosophers, but rather 
opiD.1ons with the aim °'to nourish 1nd1-
. 
' 
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' 
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~~ Aristos, Fowles poses the existential problem 
in the world; existence is the conflict 
from. the·opposition of Law and Chaoso These two 
6 
''They equally create, 
destroy the individua.lo In·the whole, noth~ 
·It may 9 to this or that individual~ be un~ 
This last adjective bears almost the 
In 
springs from the confrontation of man°s con~ 
the world's irrational1tyo Here 9 Fowles uses 
The author of The Aristos re~ 
on its raft~ after the wreck 0 whereas Camus 
the absurd man in front of the absurd wallss 
bumps 
Like Camus 0 who rejects 
reality 
somewhere 
·Fowles also condemns religious 
• 
man's predicamento 
God 9 no providence~ 
in the existence of a 
• 
7 S1nce man has no rational means to 
gamble on 1t0 If he bets 
God, says Pascal, he condemns himself to 
of ennui and frustration because of its 
wncomfortable position man has to occupy 
1nf1nit1eso But if he wagers that there 
enlightened by grace and oe.n face his life 
knows, by faith, that· 
justice will be effective beyond this life 
Man has thus all to gain from this second 
' like Camus and many existential thinkersir, 
there is no God, refusing 0•to take the 
step in the dark of the Pascalian par1 8' : 
prospects awaiting 
starts with the 
his responsibility 
Fowles dwells much longer on the danGB 
takes into account the more 
of man's security and success 
Then he takes up the importance of hazard 
good since it conditions 
his purpose and to his 
and he explains that 
are dependent on hazard"(Pcl8)o This 
hazard sheds an interesting light on some of the 
which occur in The Magus, and it is significant 
8 
. that the next set of J?ense'es concerns the II godgame" ( p. 18) . 
is "to govern by 
can call being 
in which the 
The creator=if there 
after creation, and man keeps build~ 
It is bad to look forward with a 
What counts most is Now, 
···"The real meaning of life is close around the 
-
now"(Pel.!77) .. Fowles emphasizes this over and· 
89 The mystery is 
.'beginning or the end but in the now. There was no 
~ 
there will be no end 91 (p.18J). "If death is absolute, 
sacred, kindness to other life is 
do is now, 11ving"(p.18J). Man must not en-
.ends.for the future. uoEverything finally is 
is end"(pol83)., Man must assure himself that 
Fowles 
the means. He disapproves of communism 
' 
of their expediencyG He distinguishes 
would have no 
corresponds to a decision taken freely. 
is "a question of measureo No ready-
us from an examination of each particular 
9 
to make this examinationo 01 2 Fowles 
and his position is nearer that o~ 
issue of means and 
violenceo· The Rebel(l952) 
its' complexities, ~ut as 
protesting against m11a ruse, 
Camus 
refusal to do anything but enforce human dignityQ 
the Qttributes of.the Aristos as described by 
as to our origin@ our strange 
-==~----==~ are good because they force us to 
the .nO'fft to life, tO Our t1mecabe1ng 9' 1 
that man must live to the full~ carpe 
things 1n life~ love 0 establish 
men, live closer to nature, 
stands for the best in lifeo Fowlesis en@a 
us of Camus's rejoicing in 11v1ngp loving, 
point which. 1s emphasized throughout his 
said a · 0111 taut parler de ce q ue tous conna.1a ... 
. · .. tit?·. . ., 
realite·qu1 nous est communeo La mer 0 les 
' 
le d,s.irCP la lutte contre la mort, voill 
toUSeee Nous nous resaemblons dans ce que 
ce qu'ensemble nous souffrons® 
la r,alit' du monde 
One obvious difference is tllat 
.. 
Camus a more ardent belief in man~ a willing~ 
. ' 
I 
l 
,, . 
'' 
I: 
1! 
\.! 
io help him, to communicate through dialogue® 
ready compassion that draws Camus inevitably 
and modest individual, beem 
things living as sa.credQ At times Fowles 
fee11ng 0 but quite often one can detect 
talks of the ManYe 
critics have objected violently to this tone 
Olympian manner@ If this objection is correct 
Fowles@s legitimate concern 
must also say that it is 
I 
earlier works than in The French L1eute-
lonely in many ways 0 but he must use these 
isolation to grow, because·, they are part of his 
The solution Fowles offers sounds 
of the brotherhood of men, as 11~ 
According to Fowles 0 °'he grows up 
there he builds 
his isolation out of love and 
fellow men"(Pe5l)e Fowles 
give a pseudos,Freudi.an explanation for all 
explains how they all stem from the Nemo, 
l:f' tni_s c.011c.ept .has not received much attention .··· .. · ... ·· _·.··· f,rc;m psychologists 11; may · be because it has not, · · · .· · :tilt~ the other two truly primi t1 ve dr1 ves of sexual .· ~nd s,eourity.·.(or survival) desire, been with man so .. l.Qngc•Th.t,des1res from sexual satisfaction and · aec~itta~e not even speci:f1cal1;r human ones~ they 
I 
I . , 
I. 
But 
foroeeoe 
11 
he must fight ito This is 
and power® Some people defeat 
by con~licting3 by keeping up 
The same is true 
on this notion of the nemoa 
what he describes as the 
the Freudian terminology, 
closely to Sartre'1s description of human ali.enat12 
different reactionsm.passive or aggresive~that 
Fowles regrets 
ordinary man and woman lose all independence of judg~ 
opinion and of act1ono Those who are informed, who 
in their turn, 
impotente This mani~est~ 
nemo s 10we have no poli tE,t 
Yet the nemo is essential to man 
of ''knowing ·that human existence is 
it will provide in turn iltthe active 
One must 
is not~1nstead 
.., 
The~way to achieve this lies 1n 
is Fowles's next major preoccupa.tfi$ 
that.man 1s able to feel pleasure and pain 
all forms of animate matter® but he 
compare.his own experiences of pleasure and 
those of others, hence his happinesse Envy 
1n 
Yet 
contains a basic energy, ''a. kind 
from now on°• (Pa 63) a Human1 ty is 
12 
development of 
He has lost 
for his insighto 
keep the virtues 
utter selfishness 
one and the destructive aggression of the othere 
all 0 he is to establish this by science 
and not by emotion, blood and black-
The author devotes a chapter to ethical values 
idea.so. 
whether man has free will 
It might be that we do not possess 
We may 
in all our aotionse 
from free choices@ 
free will by granting man a 
\..._ He compares man's freedom of 
moves 1n a game of chesso To 
. [ . 
13 
the rules and situation of the ( 
Fowles's position here is nearer 
is careful to introduce the notion of 
depend- the choice of action and the power 
totally the Gidean gratuitous act1 as 
All it proves is contempt for conven~-
of the world as it iso Sartre also 
gratui t•• and calls 1 t 09ag1r par simple 
thinks that he recognized here Gide's 
act 9 he fails to see the enormous 
doctrine and G1de 0 so Gide does not 
He acts out of pure capricee For 
an organized situation in 
Through his cho1oes 0 he in-
a choice ••• 117 ; 
of relative 
mainta.inedo 
is won by greater intel-
a type of education different from the one we 
cc'Unts· most is the kn.owledge of self and of 
precisely what·the Many lack through igno-
position approch.es Camus's conception of a 
when he says that the only proof of manvs 
will. lies · in his abil1t-Y and willingness to do 
of such failurem fat~ 
the conflict, our desire to prove 
' . 
' ' . 
14 
feeling that the given action seems 
countersupporting 
produce ambivalenceo He then dwells a little 
of countersupporting because he sees 
our decision to commit good aotse We 
counterpole because much of our 
derived from ~it e This view a.ff ords then an explaa.o 
and Sarah 0 of their ambivalencee When we 
' . ' 
. 
opposition to some ~dea or social 
violence from it, more strength and new 
.. 
99Viclence strengthens the opposed09 (Pe 73) 0 These 
interpretation of some old 
shows quite convincingly that 1f· 
for our own sake than to destroy 
that could annihilate 
a ne.w light on masked 
subjects which will be fur~ 
The Colleotor0 
choose between good and evil, and this 
beings (ii By refusing good, tnwe revert 
and holds that man has no 
Fowles here distinguishes 
appearsr to be 
pragma.t1co8 Fowles next attempts to give 
15 doing goode His views are more traditional 
even though the latter is far from an 
.. The· religionrasengendered myth has it that good 
happier than bad ones, which is such a fallacy, 
a;hirk good, because obviously 
the pleasure they can out of their actionse 
modes of pleasure, the 
Pleasure is very largely 
and we should not do good for the sake of 
There should be a third kind of pleasure, 
calls funot1onal(p080) like the 
those activities essential to our 
eating~ excreting and ultimately~ 
F.owles believes that ''we ought to derive our motive 
that third mode 8'(pe80) which is archetypal 
The reward will lie in the performance it-
explanation leads to a conclusion 
in The flague and in The Rebel, name-
. ly that;. m.~n can only come alive through stoicism, selflessly 
They will be redeemed from absurdity 
This feeling is comparable to Fowles's 
He wrote that ."char1 ty, kindness to 
injustice and ineq12al1 ty should be 
pleasure'9 (pe80) o He advocates a mental 
doi h7giene0 And he ends this 
16 
striking formula, this one vaguely 
doing good when you 
is not immorals it is going about with ex~ 
hands 61 (po82)e Doing good is the most con-. 
our relative freedom 
of self~interest and an 
He calls 1t a divine act in 
it .is 90 the intervention of a free-will upon matter 
matterness 91 (po8l)e Man is str1v1ng 
becallBe he is capable of such qua.11~ 
for Man in Camus's 
have nothing to do with any external absolute 
reflections of our hopes''(p&8l)Q Our hopes, 
--~~-===-~aiiia ·.· Camus prescribes 9 to sustain the constant 
l@espoir 9 this bad~faith with-
Fowles to number among the exist~ 
He prefers Humanism because of its benevo-
constructive analytical approacho 
socialism, although he cannot abide 
means do not matter if the ends should 
all$ and he often distrusts its dogmatic 
again is nearer that of Camust 
dialectic of the historical 
violence on which socialism 1s 
Fowles's·v1tal concern is with 
in this world, and he sees socialism 
17 
upholds this concepto But the task 
of the lack of cooperation, 
lack of ge~erosity 
And Fowles 0 like Camus@ pleads for 
~galit,i'(Poll8) 0 He deplores the 
money and the plea~ 
being, governs our time ur ( p 0124) o 
riches amidst poverty o ''Weal th in 1 tl!a 
The rich man in himself is innocent@ But 
me.n surrounded by poverty and poor men are 
· We want money for security and also for the 
and we are ready to attempt anything to get 
He disea 
shrug~ 
must 
This is an ignoble 
of the human raceg not 
·. We are given intelligence and freedom to counterta 
of the hazard that underlies all 
to justify injustice by themur ( Po 127) o He dees 
calls· the 10monetiza.t1on10 of pleasuree He 
complaint that, 
soon, 
is .. ours I@ 0 e '' 9 
turn undermines our value~systema 
values are derived from the world of 
18 
reduced to cash-values rather than the traditional 
ot integrity and honesty; everything 
possessor or possessedo Many 
89 Power to buy is as habit :form-
heroin'' { pr.t 139) o We suf-
due to our ever~increas-
· . Fowles w s description of this feeling is very 
••we seem to ourselves to 11 ve in exile from all 
The pleasures that cost nothing come to 
We need a change that can only 
through the right kind of educationo 
believes that the :f'ull.appl1cation o:f cyber-
revolution besides which the 
mere trifle@ People will under~ 
to adjust to some entirely 
·. they will have to devote more time to leisure 
He interestingly sums it up as follows, 11 
spend and enjoyo 
power to enjoy 
This statement holds one basic 
that day with one 
• 
·,;.'.._. 
to death in 19?1, many 
they do not learn how to 
Already now we see the 
ever increasing number of 
do not have any active hobby 0 and 
.. 
I , 
19 
expecting to be amused, but always 
Frederick Clegg of The CoJlector 
and education is undoubtedly the key to 
to a better living in generalo Powl~s 
this problem and he is also a strongly 
birth control, because high birth rates 
since they mult1py all existent 
state of over population turns progress 
Education, for Fowles 0 is the stepping 
Present education is flawed because 
says, 9'to get wealth-for the 
gain a livelihood for the individ11a.1u1 (p0141) 0 
since it forces the student into the system, to 
money~obsessed members of society, with all the 
repressed anger which such activity 
This· is what he suggests; 89we need to f 1 t the stu.den ts 
and finally for comprehending 
justice, of existence in human 
·. Since all three aims concern all young people, 
an international orientation@ He dis-= 
for a universal language and regards English 
He advocates an internat1ona.11stic education 
ignorant and villainous nationalism, 
understanding between people and na.-
a little 
to young peopleo Fowles's views on this 
20 
chiefly from Heraclitus, but what is remark<e!D 
. insight, his radical approach~ and criticism of 
state of a.ffa1rs 0 his honesty, and courage in 
99
.An education in huma.ni ty must inculcate 
landi a common 
to re~ 
common,justification and justice@ It must 
children to see the faults in soci,etyn (po 148) o 
some time to Art and Science, placing 
and assigning to each its role and its 
Art is not a minor field compared to science, 
expression of truths 
science to express 0 or to conveniently express 1' 
the most rewarding liberating activity, an 
and he considers it the ideal creative 
leisureeiera to com.ea In these sections 
his acute percept1veness0 He 
in the realm of human achievements and 
artist pa_r: excellence o His defense of 
He says that 91 poets 
of order and meaning'' (po 211) e 
views about justice or rather cul~ 
His main conclusion is that we do 
of that names only a poor enforoe-
def1c1ent lawe His ideas, 
Camus thought that the state should 
21 
murderers, and offer them the assistance of re ...... 
condemning them in the name of sooiecy@ 
need to ban the dreadful ogres of 
religion from our prisonss and we 
the period immediately after relaease in the 
regard the same period after a stay in hose:!! 
the cause of many evils and education is a 
· It shoul.d never be v, termina. ted," especially 
is the case for the great 
''it is difficult to acquire any 
the age of thirtyQ Part of the 
on the road to self-know1ege, 
The trouble is that 
to correct the adolescent 0 and no one 
pre~adult, consequently very few people 
mimicking adulthoods 
pseudo-adulthood, 
them a mask they first assume to look adult 
foreverafterwards''(p0165)o ·Fowles provides a 
·education in which he holds a. very moderate 
Ile acknowledges the new llbera:tton in sex while 
and exposing the dangers of the affair 
not de coeura He the charms 
• 
is pleasurable he feels, 
that -it ·1s 1111c1 t and flight from rea.11 ty 
This point will be further discussed as it 1s 
22 
novels. He violently denounces the way 
has become commercialized in advertiz1ng, and 
more love instead of sex, or for love as 'basis 
writes that ''Sex is an exchange of pleasures 0 
love is a giving.without return0 It is this giv~ 
this helping without reward, this surplus 
identifies the uniqueness of man as well 
of the true marr1age0 This is the qu1ntes~ 
the great alchemy of sex is fors and every adultery 
int.fidelity betrays it 0 every 1cruelty 
.element of a happy life is self=, 
It is indispensable for all to know the 
preclude much harm and mis-
We should not be forced to hide what we real-
our societies a.nd educational 
great respect for women, and he regrets 
suffered~ 
human responsibility, of 
need to control progress''(pol65), 
and futile nostalgia for the in-
Fowles sees tenderness and tole~ 
woman~ as his novels well 
be 
to the development of philosophical 
I, 
23 
his tenets have been expressed by other 
is more remarkable is the unity of this set 
courage w1 th which he demolishes rrany myths 
.way, of life that is being adopted throughout 
Fowles'are sincere and strongo If one 
W(!)Ul.ld have to say that 
and humani tar ia.n viewpoint 
radical to some O because so ,,many of our current 
principles are far removed from that bon 
is far more thah a. '' self-portmit 1n Ideas" 
indicates the lines along which a change for the 
and Fowles deserves credit for his en~ 
the ~anl 9 not out of contempt 0 but out 
··more will realize a better humanity@ some critics 
·Fascist because they overlooked his real inten-
e:xpla.ins them as follows a '' I say that the di vi ding 
the Many runs through each :1:ndividua.l, 
'In short 11 none cif us are wholly perfect,· 
The Aristos is a plea for 
an invitation to self-
In his introduction, Fowles declares , 
what I believe I hope to force you to state 
what zou .bel.1eve'' (p@ 7) o One of the conclu-
this book is stated thus 1 11 to accept one's 
I 
I 
. ' 
I 
I . 
' 
·rreedom, to accept one's isolation, to accept this 
and then 
the wholes that is the best for this 
24 
of John Fowles clearly dramatize the ideas 
reviewed so far. Each one of his protago-
and Clegg in The Collector, Nicholas Urfe in 
Charles Smithson in The French Lieutenant's 
problem of accepting their limited 
a.nd their responsibilitieso After 
they have become and 
choiceso 
I . 
I 
25 
which John Fowles described as ''an 
too01 was his first book, 
His aim does not appear quite as 
this quote may implye In the preface 
edition of the Ar1stos, he states that ''history 
society has persistently seen life in terms of 
'Them' and 
to attempt to analyse, 
of this confrontat1on@" 2 
about 00 the virtual innocence of the Ma.ny o o, 9and the 
a letter to me, he 
course 0 is that the 
is never satisfied 1n 
germ of the book came from a performance I 
opera Captain Bluebeard 0 s Ca.stle(Ba.rbe-bleu 
The Collector 1s a parable on the Few and 
some critics felt, of the artist and the 
and destructive multitudeo The Collector is 
about a young man who imprisons a girl and 
freeo Finally, this 
In 
her care and attention© Miranda at best 
ab1li ty to change O to become a better ht1man 
was unable to do see Miranda is the 
. "'' 
the Few, as she ·describes herself heres 
-·.· But this is what I. feel these days$ That I ·-- bel.Qng to a ·sort of band of people who have t.o stand against all the rest (i I don't know · who they are, famous men, dead or living@ who've · fought for the right things and created and paintfS _ ed in the-right way, and unfamous people I know whodon 9 t_1ie about things@ who try not to be lazy 0 who try to be human and 1ntell1gente Yes, people likeGaPeo for all his faultso His faulto They are not even good peopleo They . -. have weak moments e Sex moments and drink mo!ISP 
· . : mentsQ Coward and Money moments e They have t»,ol.idays in the Ivory Towere But a pa.rt of them -is one ·_ with· the band a The Few e .5 
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her mentor who taught her 
The Many 0 on the other hand~ are those people 
whom she finds selfish, brutal, and 
says "The New People destroy themselves 
so stupid@ They can never keep the 1ntell1~ 
Especially the young oneso We want 
than just money and keeping up with the 
. ·Her main cr1 tic ism is obviously levelled 
her a prisoner o ''It 1 s 
He is the New People 
I must fight with my weaponse Not h1sQ 
and resentment•• (Pa 212) ~ 
overwhelmed 
her pretty face, her generosity, 
They recognized in her the 
of a misunderstanding societyo 
her preachy commonplacese6 
faultso She pays lipe..aservice to her 
has degrading views of the people around 
I . 
class-conscious and constantly makes fun of 
.English, bad taste and flagrant inadequacy. 
in a very rude fashiono She talks about 
children in the world, yet she orders 
r:resh, coffee, fruit and vegetables for herself. 
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and tries by any 
complains continua.l~ 
She is bored~ demands that he 
does, she laughs at his lack of imagi~ 
She is very priggish and in sexual mat-
Clegg was rarely wor~ 
was able to say; ·ff'! knew my love 
He felt that 00 she was just like 
Smiling one minute and spiteful 
It is true that Miranda has a good heart. 
she loves life and explains, in 
remain sulky for a long period of 
a hater by naturee It's as if 
good will and kindness 
dayi and it must come out. If I bottle 
OU~ if ( P@ 61) e 
°'virtual good" for her creator and 
by Cleggo He is a victim of his 
died when he was twop and his mother
9 
a woman of the streets who went off with 
• 
was adopted by his Aunt Annie, a very 
I : (I 
' 
I ' fl ' 
! 
I 
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authoritarian womane Her husbando whom the boy 
well 0 - died when Clegg was fifteen, leaving him 
her sick daughtere He gre11 into 
took an uninteresting job as a clerk~~ He left 
he won a football pool which made him very rich 
moved into London, felt rather bored since he was 
and thought more and more about the 
student Miranda, whom he sometimes glanced at, 
talked to, 1n his old provincial towne When his left for Australia, he was oompletely at at losso 
that earlier, 9'all the time we were in London 
spending. I was thinking I wasn't going to see 
that I was richQ a good spec as 
knew it was ridiculous, people 
like Mirandae There 
hero But forgett1ng's 
do 0 it happens to you. Only it didn't hap-
These statements characterize him well~ 
and his natural passivity develops 
of his domineering aunto She 
his desirese forbids him to smokei to 
do anything on his owno So he does it 
ite dreams of 
may be his quest~ get to know 
him«> 
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conscious of his shortoom1ngsf} of his t1mid1tyo 
from an inferiority complex and yet, what is most 
a very good opinion of m1mself, 
He 1s proud to declare 1 19! never had 
I never thought about women much 
I know I don 9 t have what it is girls look foroe 
animal thing I was born withouto (And I'm 
mor• people were like me@ in my opinion, the 
bettere)"(Pell)e He feels that pornography 1s 
sexg that as long as he does not 1'touch 1" Mj~randa 
no harmg and his actions are justifieds He has 
by his 
He often repeats that his intentions are the 
of the greatest k1ndness9 patience and 
He is shily apologetic and accepts 
-just o Miranda notes in her diary that 
only natural@ He meant 0 that I should make 
' Miranda is aware of his basic goodness@ 
that with him a horrid little 
by a mean bad one''(Pol69), and 
he had more dignity than I did then and I 
- Always sneering at him, jabbing him, hating 
Clegg is innocent in so far as he 
and on 
possessive and selfish attachment can~ 
him happy, he denies the fact stubbornly 
she cannot understand h1s predicament, 
------~-~~ ~--
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he bursts out with this cryi ''You don't know 
You 0 re everythingo I got nothing if you goi'(Pu230)e, 
passion for Miranda ends with her death!P 
fourth part of the book presents Clegg making pre-= 
his · next ''guest, vrn another Mo with long blond 
less .sophisticated and.belongs to his own cla.sse 
t 
''this time it won't. be love, :l t would just be for 
of the thing and to compare them andf&lso the other 
as I say I would like to go into more details and 
clear from 
grow, unable to changeo He has 
from the· past experience and will now remain forever 
butterflies Miranda had said; ''they 
But sad'11 (Pe51), and '8I 1 m thinking of all the 
have come from these if you'd let them 
beauty you've ended'' (Po 52) ~ 
in this novele Clegg 
her death within three 
subsequent novels, it 1s a question of 
· We have 1n The Collector a Presentation 
-
of captor and ca.p-t;1ve who are, as Sartre 
f'11ra.nda 
as shown when she says s ''No one would 
keeps me absolutell!: prisonero But 1n 
I realize that he encourages 
,, 
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·According to Freudian psychologists, Frederick 
I 
victim of an archetypal male fa.ntasyo It mani~ 
itself in a.doleseents who feel insecure and inadequate 
. ' \ 
. ' 
. 
. . 
conscious lyes 
This fan~ disappears in time as the 
to assert his manhoodill Frederick 
Of.doing SOe 
and exploited 
own time and 
postmwar Britain and the' Welfare State of the Labour 
terms@ the Angrl Young Men of Osborne, 
or.S1111toea These novelists 0 major 
of the New People or white collar 
from the working class through the 
1926) has published his 
that -generatione Now, 
revendioations of these 
while he is bitterly com~ 
arranged for the people who can 
and you don't get anywhere if you 
born and the right la~di~da voice-I mean 
.the West End@ of course':(P012) 0 becomes 
assurance and self~r1ghteous~ 
Clegg'' in so far as he escapes punishment 
the same time he is very distressing$ 
'~ 
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us what happens when the ll'a.ngry young man•' becomes 
Miranda rereads S1ll1toe 1 s Saturda;t: N!ght and Sunda.j! 
keeps her and she is dis~ 
She ·notes that ''the most disgusting thing of all is 
doesn 1 t.show that he's disgusted by his 
I think they think young men like that are really 
Miranda knows bettero Yet she has faith 
ability to make him see his mistake and give him a 
Her situation in the novel can 
TempestG When 
indicates Ferdinand 
When she hears that name, she 
sharp look and he feels obligated to add 
co1·nc1dence 98 (PoJ7)e Miranda prefers to cast 
role. of Cali ban than that of her alleged lover o '' 
In 
With the help of two 
to usurp ProslS 
·. They fail, but in the novel, Clegg-Cali ban suc-
f ootball pools® Their 
There is no Prospero in The 
justicee Miranda 
goodness are lost on him because~ 
Clegg 1s but halfcz,humant) one t,a 
not . kindness@ '9 
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see her inability to help Clegg since she 
could never be its cure" She becomes 
her loneliness and a .. ttempts to conquer herE;} 
of the novel, she is a bel.iever, she 
God and · is · fairly confident e She eventl1ally will redm 
because he fails 
-·~-
9' If there is a God he 8 s a. great 
in her 
and the following passage provides 
new visions 
. . .. '!'his pain, this terrible seeing~through that in me .· ·.· · now o · It wasn.t1 t necessary@ 1 t is all pain, and 1 t btlYS nothing" Gives birth to nothingo 
. All in vaino All wastede·· 
···•···· ·.·.· fhe older the world becomes, the more obvious 1 t is e · Th~ ."Qomb and the tortures in Algeria and the starving .·. ·· l)ab:ie1.s ~n the Congo" It gets bigger and darker" 
.More ··and more suffering for more and more0 And more ·. ··.·· .. a,nd more in Vaine 
. 
. 
···. I.t 9 s as 1r· the lights have fused® I 11 m here in the · · · .. i. , black truth 0 
. God is 1mpotento He can°t love USo He hates us · . because he can.1 t love us o 
• .. · · All the · meanness and the selfishness·. and the lies e People won 9 t admit 1t, they're too busy grabbing · t9 see. that the lights have fusede They can't see .. .. the darkness and the spider-face beyond and the · · ·great web of it allQ That there' .. }s always this if you>scratch at the surface of happiness and good-·ne$so . 
. . 'The· black and the black and the black ct 
. .·J.:ive. not only never felt like this before, I 
-n.ever imagined it pos$1bleo More than hatred, more thandespaire You can't hate what you cannot touch, · ··•· •· IC can't even feel what most people think of as •. ,i d~spairo .·. It's beyond despair@ It Is as if I can't ·· .. · ..... · ,. feel any more o I see, but I can't feel 
····.·'.Oh God if there is a ·God@ I hate beyond hate,Pe2J2) 0 
I 
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quite immature when she arrives a.t Clegg's andti 
with the you.ng, inexperienced and very emotiona.lf) 
a basic honesty, she tells him from the beginning 
n9var accept his proposition~ instead of pre~ 
to comply with.his wishes to gain her freedomo 
times 0 she feels really sorry for him and she sin-
help himo As her diffe~ent attempts at 
' passes through.stages of frustration, des-
·yet at the same time 0 these· a.re mitigated 
gradua.lly0 
a curious mixture 
dealings between 
She attributes 1 t to their ''linked 
89 It was funny, we sat 
facing each other and I had a feeling I've had 
most peculiar closeness to him~ 
or attraction or sympathy in any way0 But linked 
. Like ., __ bei~g shipwrecked on an 1sland~a rafteatogether Q 
But together"(p.175)e 
emotions-but she makes a series or 
her good intentions on the conscious 
After an-unsuccessful attempt to knock 
desc,end to his le:vele It means that I 
in the power of reason 0 and sympathy and 
decides to be patient at all times~ 
----------------==------~---. 
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Clegg about art and entertain hime She talks 
of The Aristos' s ''Doing the Good, 0• when she says a 
I am not ashamed of being moral." I will 
Cal11oan- make me immora.ls even though he deserves all 
in his hea.d 8' (p~209) t) 
It has given her an insight 
nature 0 a better understanding of his sickness 
and a new self~awarenesse She has come to accept 
and her own deeper self, still imperfectly but 
undeniable a 
two months have elapsed, she appears to enjoy heraa 
··She is well aware that she rules over Clegg as 
· · She is delighted when he brings her gifts and 
her rebellion reach any desperate 
to grow fond of her captor though 
She has moments when she hates 
when she converses and jokes with himo 
himo She recorded the following scene 
snapped at hima He just 
. 
I said, you seem so lateo 
I often want him to come~ 
tha.t 9'(Pol95)e When she analyzes her feelings 
is baffled by 99a mysterious fourth part 12 that 
evolved into a new awareness on her part 
.their. ''linked desti~y•• or to her lonelia. 
Uncanny. But there is a sort of re-lati.onshi.p between us. I make fun of himt, I attack him all the time, but he senses when I'm \tfsoft o '' · . When he can dig back and not make me angry 0 So we . sli.p into tea.sing states that are almost friendly e · I.t 9 s partly because I'm so lonely, 1 t' s partly deli-berate{! want to make him relax, both for his own 
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·.··.good and. so that one day he may make a mistake), so 1t 1fs partweaknessf) and part cunning, and part charity~ Bu.t there 0 s a mysterious fourth part I caniut definee ·•· =,:t -can't be friendship 9 I loathe himc 
· Perhaps it's just knowledgea Just knowing a lot _ ... _ about himo And knowing someone automatically makes _·· you feel· close to himo • Even when you wish he was on ·_ .. another planet 0 
·-.··· .· ·.· .. · The _ :first ~ays O I couldn't do anything if he was · in. the_ roomo I pretended to read, but I couldn't ·.··. concentrate 0 But now I s"·ometimes forget he's here o · H·e sits by _ the door and I read in my chair, · and we' re ·11-ke. two people who've been married yearso It'is not that I have forgotten what other people _·. _ .are likeo But other people· seem to have lost rea.11 ty o The (;'nly real person in my world is CalibanQ Itca.n°t be understood" It just is(p~l3l)o 
perhaps say.that there is 0 in her 0 a striving to be-
to be possessedo 
new sentiment for G~P~a 
at the tJ1ought 
by him, she ha.s·always refused to get involved 
only was twenty years older than she, but also 
Yet she herself was rather 
by the following entry in her 
it sometimeso PromiSOUOUSo Any-
the Tube, some man I think 
I look at the mouths and their 
Now she constantly thinks about GeP~o Her 
is to write about him, to 
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of their relationship and the extent of 
on her 0 both as an artist and as a man" As 
·she is more and more obsessed by GoPo ann revels 
fantasy love~makingo 
·. · · .. IW-ve been daydreaming(not for the first time) about .·· .· 1.1v1n.g with GoP0 He deceives me, he leaves meg he ·· · .. · >1s brutal . and cynical with me, I am in despair Q In these daydreams there isn't much sex, it's just our livirlgtogetherc In rather romantic surroundings@ · Sea and ·.island northern landscapes o White cottages. Sometimes 1n the Med1terraneane We are together very .·· close in sp1~1t e All silly magazine stuff, really, in the details e But there 1.s the closeness of spir1 ta ·. That is something reale And the sitt.1.a.tions I imagine ( where he·forsakes me) a.re realfi) I meant) it kills me · t.c think of them(po215) a 
GoP<D· are ambivalente She has many fears 
cynical~ he leaves me denote her 
sentences without verbs convey her 
-
imagery(whi te cottages 9 the purify·ing presence 
mountains) tends to show her longing for 
soon change(t Since Clegg is the only 
g11arantees of 
her fears and her 
him0 She is psychological~ 
to her desire@ 
seduce Clegge She rationalizes it as 
she does not want to resort to violencea 
psychological problemse He feels ashamed, 
I 
I • 
I 
\ . 
I 
I 
'l 
distrustful of M1randao He says regretfully; na 
all the romance@ she had made 
womane I didnvt respect her any moreo 
left to respecte I knew her lark, no sooner 
of her room she was as good as gone'' (po 3 9) e 
sexually aggressive act, she feels she should 
new rights and privilegeso She wants to be 
the house@ Clegg vaguely promises and 
She is making plans -ror her future, thinkaa 
she would do and pondering on the benefits 
. She notes · ''a strange thou~ht 3 I would not 
Because if I escape I shall 
think better persone Because 
dreadful happened~ I shall still 
I was and wouldlhave stayed if this hadn't 
not the perssn I now want to be 99 (ptl> 229) 0 
indeedm We wonder if her acclimat1zation 
1f she is not far more happy than she 
·She even hints that her eventual death would 
changes that she acknowledges and 
her sexual conflict is solved~ She 
Love does''(Pe219)0 Her 
She has affirmed the 
The Collector is 
the magic island without the old k1ng9 
! 
i 
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bookQ The Magus 0 there is another island, 
and search for self-liberation~ but these 
the auspice of a Prospero figureo 
(1965) was actually Fowles 9 s first novel, 
.years 1953-561) but not revised for publica.-
It 1s a novel of adolescence 0 and Fowles 
in writing it he·~s been inspired by Alain 
Grand Meaulnese 8 In an interview for the New 
what he had meant to do 
to that question, which 
ceirtain confusiono I was trying to tell a. 
relationship between man,and his conception 
titles to The Magus were The Maze 
the book as a fable· about man and God~ 
the young ·protagonist is looking up to Conchis 
and 
He attempts to interpret each move of the God 
sanctions Nichols.s's ·actionso The protagonist 
insight into Alis on w s 
· .. · In the godgame and the various ''happenings'' occur= 
dram--
essential to lifec 
is a potential 111usiono This satisfies our 
• 
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since in an eternally insecure situation 
._ externally seek knowledge and security if and never com-
Nicholas is such a seekere In many 
ever more com-
circiunvolutions of the actions conjured up by the 
his·playmates® Nicholas never obeys any of Conchisu 
In numerous 1nstances 9 he is advised to return to 
because he·is subjugated by the graceful Lily Montgomeryijl . . 
He is irresistibly . 
illicit sexual affair and has set his mind upon 
in spite of Alisono When the latter comes to 
recognizes his love 
rushed on mes it was quite simple, I did love 
to keep her and I wanted to keep-or to find- L11Yo 
wanted one more than the other, I wanted both, 
there· was no emotional dishonesty in 1te 
was 1n my feeling d1shone~, concealingoo& 
finally drove me to confess~ not cruelty, but 
His utter selfishness is entirely clear to 
Nicholas is unable to see ite He rejects the 
Conchis alluded to, for 
skepticism and yet his own irrationality, 
even greatere Alison 1s quite cross 
Lily and Conchis, however she gives Nicholas 
to ''choose'' her, but he is unwilling or 
Alison then breaks up with him, and he returns 
,I 
I 
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the Magus is preparing his ''lesson'' of 
Magus will make sure that his protege does 
and will give him to understand that Urf~ may 
trust and lovee 
mystery in The Magus is func-
of the book and the 11fe it repre~ 
Fowles provides the following clue to 
''Mystery, or unknowing, is energye As soon 
explained 0 it ceases to be a source of energyo 
enough there comes a point where answers 9 
given, would killa In fact 9 since "God'' 
spring of basic existential 
questings and 
trying to understands .he never wi thll3 
He feels irresistibly drawn and his 
Fowles 1 s statement that man wel~ 
energy that it affordso Nicholas 
know, to understand, to 
the mysticale He is like 
and Miranda, in a sel-
and his searching 
Conchis will punish him by making the 
a s~bollc correspondence of the world 
disturbing, distressing, disheartening 
The novel is very complex because of 
it contains and the various aspects 
.1 
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experience illustrated by Conchis, who is telling 
his 11fe~storye. The experiences of the Magus en-
of the young who dream of 
either by founding a society of reason, 
opposing ones the quest for a better 
through mysticisme 
live to learn 0 those who accept and 
Conchis expresses himself mostly 
propOJJruis the irrational and the 
for.the acceptance of the mysteries of self~ 
and above all the sacredness of manws free-
the simple life of the Aristoso above 
and strugglee He prescribes the solitude 
acceptance of what cannot be under-
and bene--
In the turn. taken by the '1exper1-
that 0'we must distin-
mystery tlrlat is really 
to .think or act and our essential need of a re-
in life as a whole'' ( P11100) o On Bourani g Nicholas 
fantasy and later, 
surrounding Alison's 
.He··now ·accepts what he has acquired 
tries to act upon his new knowledge 
Before, he had tried to ignore, destroy 
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genuine mysteries life contains, as is apparent 
he addresses to Lily s ''You've 
I mean, · beauti~ 
OnlY1v you knowf> ·it 0 s one 9 s sense of reality/!) 
One can resist it only so long11 (p0205) o 
.thus a .. fable on a, the godgame eu or the h,unan 
the concept of god, who is perceived as a 
Yet 9 this interea 
considerably its scope and its 
seems almost as if the author had started 
then moved on to something inescapably larger 
·John Fowles expresses somewhat the same not~ 
this novel '0an island to which he drifted. 0•12 
deliberately went toe ,,13 
a central theme, it is 
Nicholas Urfe 
or from Godo He is con~ 
·uniquenessr, he is able to accept what he has 
be and to assume his respons1bl1ty for what 
This change, or rather this discovery 
is far more 1mpor.ta.n~ than all the manoeuvres 
symbolic equivalent in man's mind~ 
de Se1tas announces to 
godga.me is overo0obecause there are no godso 
a game 99 (Pe57.5) G) Bather than searching for a 
as 
innocence, Nicholas Urfe was searching forma 
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·meaning and purpose of life, a satisfying defi-
above all self-definition and self-knowledge$ 
undergoes a change brought about by Conch1svs 
as a new 
In the beginning of their acqua1n~ 
to his aim in interfering, and, in~ 
to the meaning of the novel o He says~ 99 it is wha. t 
being fortunatee There comes a time in each life 1ikes~ 
At that time, you must accept yourselfo It 
and always will be0 You are too young to know 
still becoming@ Not being''(P0105)a Should he 
fulcrum, 00 he would merely be 
according to Conchis 9 ~'only the few re-
And act on 1t''(Pol05)e The Few are also 
Conchis warns Nicholas that he may well 
At the very end of the ma.gus ~ s ''experi-
~r ''Trial@'' Con.chis solemnly appears and says, ''I come 
you are now e1ec t, 91 ( p e 479) and when Nicholas , 
to speak just shakes his hand violently from 
mtyou have no choice''(po4?9)e 
incredible episodes 
Nicholas understood that Conchis wanted him to 
and to accept the inevi·table mysteries of self-
Conc.his@ s intervention is meant to shake the 
know h1mselfo The various 
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should enable him to recognize his coming point of 
help h-1m see the truth and act upon 1 t e 
contact with Conchis, Nicholas Urfe was an 
of the ·Many, although a 
knowledge, cynicism and 
until the ''trial'' 
levelled against him start 
to a limited extent because 
by his acute sense of shame 
His sense of outrage is epitomized 
that· Alison is not dead as he had believed, 
been present in Athens, although so remote 
and.~ean-persori very distastefulo Yet, at the 
is well aware that he himself must have appeared 
Se1tase This lady, 
tells Nicholas jok~ 
Nicholas gradually begins to see-although 
admit itGl~ow selfish he had been,·how he 
abandoned~ pa.rt-
Conchis and his play1oates wanted to show him 
tJo. suffere The Magus inflicts pain on him, 
him several 
betrayal and quasi11esacrilege for Nicholas 
I. 
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Lily making love with Joe~ the colored body-
·Nicholas, who used to be very lax in his sexual mora_,, 
sure ''his current victim kne1.q tha d1f-
1s now utterly 
feels justi~ied in telling Lily's 
a girl with as much morality as 
whore from the Place Pigalle 9' ( Pe 550) e Nicholas 
kind of revenge to satisfy his ego and furnish 
his unhealed woundso· He spends several lonesome 
. 
. London, vaguely searching for Alison and obsessed 
of being still surrounded by Conch1s' 
At times 0 he even feels a vague 
·. But I. had to do something while I waited, while ··•·· I absorbed the experience osmotically into my ·· life o So throughout the latter half of August I pursued. the trail of Conehis and Lily in England; and through them, of Alisone 
· .. ·.It kept me1v however tenuously and vicariously~ in .. . the masque 3 and 1 t dulled my agonizing longing to .·.· · · ........... see -.A.lison0 · Agonizing because a new feeling ha.d .seeded and was growing inside me, a feeling I wanted ···to eradicate and couldn't not least because I knew ·. ··.the seed of it had. been planted by Conchis and was • ·· germinating in this deliberate silence and absence be had·surrounded me with; a feeling that haunted .me as the embryo grows in the reluctant mother's wombco O O .. 
. And fo:r a time 1 t lay buried under inquiries 11 conjec-· ...... ·· .. turesf) letters (PPo 525-6) 0 
fi:nally returns to him-on neutral grounds in Hyde 
81Reality19 (Po.596) in an ordinary and over~ 
Nicholas still feels watched or manipulat--
he understands that he 1s a.lone, they are 
and free to enact himself@ 
.. 
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slaps Alison and tells her to choose him or 
Although the book presents an 
on one side and Alison 
that his choice and decision 
feelings for the girl he loved, 
their destiny& pointing out the 
to travel together s 0•cras amet 
as it has started, that is with love, and 
is undoubtedly one of the main themes of 
stands for reality, warmth 0 feelingo She 
its best as it was described in The Aristos, 
of pure gold'' (Pe 175) e She is selflessly de-
She loves Nicholas 
shortcomings and accepts him tel guel, 
change himo She is patient, she lets him 
.· she understands him, and is ready to offer 
timeso In the scene on 
his love for her and his 
she gives him two distinct chances 
and ·commit himself to here Upon his double 
that she must bring the relationship to an 
own integrity and self-respecto 
that she committed suicide, he 
are quite the opposite@ In 
he appears utterly selfish, arrogantj 
! 
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selfrighteous0 He does not accept her for 
though 
ways 0 especially with his Oxford friendo He cone= 
corrects her speech and tries to improve her accent, 
as if these attributes were paramount 
He recounts an episode showing 
mistook·love for sex and we can readily believe him 
says that 90 in our age it is not sex that raises its 
.·· I remember one day when we were standing in one ·· of>: the·. rooms at the Tate e · Alison was leaning ··. · slightly against me, holding my hand, looking in her childish sweetcmsucking way at a Renoirs I ··. · suddenly .had a feeling that we were one body, one ·Personf).even theres that if she had disappeared 0 it would have been as if I had lost half of my-.· :~elf o · A terrible death like feeling which anyone · ·.less ·Ce .. rebral and selfemia.bsorbed than I was then ' .. ' . . would have realized was simply loveo I thought .·.·.· it was desireo I _drove her straight home and torn h~r clothes off(poJ2)o 
He rationalized 1t 0 as usual, say-
down" I 
I 
ernana-ted from her fj} not from 
reminiscent of Jean Baptiste 
when he describes his relations with 
''served'' them all, when he should 
them all. When Nicholas leaves for 
cheerfu1, he has a comforting feel~ 
He says 0 "the thing I felt most clearly 
corner was turned, was that I had escaped, 
·not less strong, was the feeling that she 
than I loved her@ and that consequently I 
So on top of the excite-
into the unknown the taking wing again, 
feeling of emotional triumpho A dry 
dry09 ( p e 44) Clt 
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he is treacherous, 
is one of his 
He returns to London after Lily 
rather with the ideal image of 
Her mother tells him 
be more a 
lovable in 
This is just what Nicholas was 
admit ito · He was too self~ 
love, to give himselfe As Lily de 
flt! believe Alison has a. very rare 
Far more than I have 
it is very precious@ And all I have done 
that she must not underestimate 0 as I 
life till now, what she has to give 
now give love as freely and stop tak-
'9Alison is not a present a She has 
And convinced that you have the money to pay11 
on love, quoting Conchis a 1'He would tell 
I 
' I • 
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one part~and not the essential part-in 
call loveo He would tell you that the 
the trust two people build between 
Their soulso What you w1llo That the real 
the one that hides the sext1al inf1dell ty o 
that mustnever come between two people 
. 
. 
. have· offered each other love is a liew' ( pQ 551) ® 
he needs the sermono It is delivered 
beseeching toneo Lily de Seitas tries 
that ever happened to him in Greece 
and when he leaves her house, 
raised in the Ka gesture which means 
his initiation to the Elect@ Nicholas learnt that 
and responsible for his acts, a fact he had never 
As he said earlierp in ref-
• • 
. ·.··. 
. I 
.. 
. · .· We argued about essence and existence and called · ··•·· EA .certain kind of inconsequential behavior exist~ · entiali·st" Less enlightened people would have . ... called it capricious or just plain selfish; but .· ..... 'we didn't realize that the heroes 0 or anti-heroes, •·· .. ··.of the French existentialist novels we read were not supposed to be realistice We tried to imitate thElm, mistaking metaphorical descriptions of complex modes, :Of feeling for straightforward prescriptions ofbehaviore) We duly felt the right anguisheso · · iMos.t> of. us, · true to the eternal dandyism of Oxford e · simply w,-nted,,to look differente In our club, f:Les Hommes;Revolte[!7 we did(p@lJ)o 
that he learns that he should never 
He discovers this point in 
the young Scottish beatniok 
I 
( 
I 
51 to keep him company, falls in love with 
new insight into the depth of his own 
inconsequence and shortsightednesso And twelve 
reappear in his lifeo 
his mistakes and is conscious of his 
Conchis's impact appears as a true 
The Magus is a Prospero fig-
new Tempest and sees to the final re-
silent blessing to Nicholas and Alison. 
situation, he 
intoleranceo He acts upon 
proves to. be one of the Eleoto He now 
has become and is able to commit himself freely 
to lifeo One reviewer declared 
U'rfe 1s more.complex than the protagonist of 
since he shows man's potential for changeil his 
of a meaningless existence o ,,15 This com-
a free being, with infi~ 
Man is becoming, he-is not only able to 
tm.part strength and beauty to his life, 
meaning and a subjective truth in 
Nicholas Urfe accepted lucidly and 
difficult but rewarding way to struggle and 
work, The French Lieutenant's Woman 1 
most reviewers and recognized as 
52 
most distinguished a.chievemento Just as Nicholas 
utter selfishness and other «e~ects, 
of this last novel, has to be '' ini-
inner self 0 the acceptance of 
and the reponsib1lity it entailso Here again, the 
misle~dingo As in The Magus 9 The French Lieutenantvs 
named after the '' ini tia.tor Q) ' ' The protagonists in both 
It is significant t:o note that Charles 
thirty-·two 0 · whereas Nicholas Urfe was only twenty-five and 
t·hat Fowles declared in The Aristos that under 
generally does not know h1mselfo In spite of 
a lot to learn 11 he has to be nun-
the·book is, accordingly, a kind of education 
an illustration of man choosing freely 
action and accepting its consequences with res~ 
is set in 1867 and the plot~is that of a typical 
The rather complicated intrigue concerns a --
1 ove~ tr 1.angl e 9 At its base\) there is Charles 
.gentleman, heir to a title and an estate v and 
pretty and fashionable Ernestina Freeman, t,he 
successful draper, thus of a lower class 
outsider is Sarah Woodruff 0 whoi at first 
the Dark Lady of conventional romances 
younglady who is properly engaged to the 
the book may be whether 
succeed in separating Ernestina and 
53 
The chances-in the perspect~ 
she will not, so strong were 
and respectability in Victorian 
notes in a side remark~ ~•rt was .simple; 
sentiment, one observed convention$ 
subject for detached and 
One surrendered in 
what one was o e,l6 
not write such romanceso He 
or god-like creator who 
characters' destinies"' He wants free-''con-
act and interact in the most deliberate waye 
who are free, who have full knowledge of 
usual 
position, role 
My concern is.with 
on·Charles as the central figure, her influence on 
beginning we are faced in Charles with a. very sympathees 
He is .a tolerant and very likable young mane .i. 1Al~ 
he has ·not been idle, he is 
paleontology and has even published a mono~ 
He has traveled widely prior to committing 
He appears broad-minded, 
of., h1s class and no easy prey to women~ 
I 
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when he talks about his sweet fia.nc~e 
detect Fowles' ambivalent feelings about this 
not quite as sound,. free-willedo wise and 
On his field~tripst he 
Regisg who is commonly 
French Lieutenant '-s Womansoa euphemism for whore-
~ her allege4ly scandalous love~affair with a French 
Charles cannot help comparing her to his fia.nc~e@ 
and more experienced 
who cares little about anything 
and s-oc1al manners e Sarah by 
Finding a sympathetic listener 
him her_life-story~although a somewhat 
she trusts that his worldliness will enable 
her and to refrain passing ethical judgments@ 
of ''Alarmed Propriety'' as he listens to 
certain that she is far more intelligent 
he first thought a ''Sarah seemed almost to 
with him; and in pre-
where she should have been most defe-
to encompass her end es ( Pe 116) ~ Charles 
by her self~possession, although he does 
ite Early in the novel 9 he is preoccupied 
descr1bed'9 (p®l5), a.nd 1•a sent1-
defeat••(pel5)@ He seems to have 1ost his 
55 
confidenQe. He wonders about h1mselfo his values, 
· He dismisses his doubts on the grounds that 11 he 
life too many quest1onsffl0 (po16)~ He may well 
he has never really tried to answer them 
Charles in fact is blinds he is unaware of his 
and secret fears and is unable 9 as yet,, to relinquish 
· Sarah will be the agent of his transformation, of 
be venturedo Her per~ 
independence provide 
He now 
him 
her'0 ( p 015) o She is only a young per-
marriage o She writes trivial and flatm 
that she intends Charles some day to 
n.arrative, Charles has an insight 
was not that face a little charact~ 
with its one set paradox of demure~ 
If you took away these two qualities~ what 
The next step for 
90 In this v1 tal 
to share his life, 
Instead of doing the 
had he not .done the most obvious?"(p& 107)@ 
he has not waited longero He is very impressed 
lately, by the woman who 
no blame, can touch meo Because I have 
beyond the paleo I am nothing, I am hardly human 
I am the French Lieutenant 1 s Whore 9' ( Pe 142) c But 
not understand~what she means, real~ 
hears that he may not after all 
estate because of his uncle's recent 
This leads to a bitter a.rg1tment with Ernestina, who 
to take the dis.closure in a ladyc=like fashion, and 
make new financial arrangements with his lawyer 
He also goes to Mro Freeman to tell him about his 
father offers a partnership 
business, he finds the proposition loathsomec 
Lyme he hears that Sarah has been fired by 
the old puritan female~dragon for whom she 
she has disappearede 
against Sarah by Dro Grogan who asks him to 
After more twists in the intrigue, Charles 
knows he will find Sarahe When he 
he really loves her and that 
99 :for eternityo 18 When he first meets Sarah at 
Family Hotel, in her eyes, u, there was gratitude o o , 
sadness, and a strange concern 0 as if she knew 
him; but above all she was waitings, Infinitely 
·charles does not dare face her E> 11 
buried his face in her neck9w(p"2?3)o They make love 
m1stmderstanding separates themQ It 1s noteworthy 
. 
. his·former sexual emancipation to 
and guilt@ It is he who assumes the 
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must notoaoWe must not~~o 
whose virginity belied 
and haPPYe She truly wishes to 
loveo After the act, Charles tortures Sarah 
00 I am worse than Vares, 
only answer was to press his hand, as if to deny 
But he wa.s a man'~(PPo275~6) o Charles anxiously 
to become of us? 99 (pi, 276), and Sarah answers com@;\ 
think beyond this hour 10 (p0276) o Sarah and 
the confrontation of two different epochs, 
Charles assumes the attitude of 
He rejects his share of responsibility 
act as a compulsiono Yet she 0 in a very modern 
cannot regret what she wanted to do and 
enjoy the now, without thinking of the 
is responsible for falter-
them, and we see them moving farther 
pestering.her with tiresome quest-
she lied to him about the French 
little of him 0 why she says she 
she degrades herself thuso Charles 
love and life@ He demands ex-
dedication to loveo He refuses 
in feelings 
Charle oannot 
integrity and authenticityQ He does not realize 
I . 
I 
I 
I' 
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faithe He imagines her to be a traditional woman 
sex to her own advantageo He concludes 
that she is unfit to be his wife i, -since 
We can imagine how 
felt~-misunderstood 0 insulted and rejectedt 
tenderness :from Charless they shared no love@ 
intensity in her last words 8: '"I beseech youo 
has left her hotel 0 he is quite angry and 
·. He· wanders about and finds refuge in a churcho 
is the most .important 1n the booko Charles has here 
. of· fulcrum 0 •0 in the words of Conchis ~ it is the turne!> 
he realizes his bad faith or continues 
that ·this scene takes place in a churcho 
to be a Darwinist, one of the fittest 
seeking comfort in God's houseo His 
atonement for his guilt a iuForgive. me 9 for my sel:fishness0 Forgive me for breaking Thy LawfJ 
forgive me my unchastity@ Forgive me 
myself, forgive me my lack of faith in 
Forgive me and advise me, O Lord in 
He can find neither solace nor peace 
Sarah's face 6'tearaosta1ned, ago-
the features of a Mater Dolorosa.9' ( Pe 281) o After 
with his better self@ 'or w1 th •1th.at sprea.daaeagled 
at the church's end''(Pa282), he finally 
. . 
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blindness and he then has a true 
course of actionQ The crucified 
only a symbol of man's fetters 9 but·also 
between himself and the realization of his 
be unoruc1f1ed, he must strive to liberate 
see and if he does not know that man is 
of terroro The other important point 
does not achieve freedom by one single 
to stop· in Exeter and visit Sarah, he 
his freedom from Ernestinao. But now 
initial choice engages his responsibility 
direotiono The following 
difficult predicament with a striking 
. But. escape is not one act@ -·my friend o It is no more achieved·by that than you could reach Jerusalem from >here 1.n one small stepo Each day~ Charlesf> each hour, it. has.·· t.Q be taken again@ Each minute the nail wa.i ts to be hammered 1ne You know your choiceQ You stay .· in .prison, what your time calls duty, honor, self-respect 0 · s.nd ,yourare comfortably safeQ Or you a.re free and . ··._·_ .. ··_. criuci.tiede . · Your only companions the stones, the thorns, the turning backsi the silence of cities, and their ·hate(pe284) ©. 
recalls a similar scene at the end of The 
alone and free 
Charles clearly indicates that he wants 
sacrifice everything for here Yet, in-
right away, :·~he is influenced by 0'Pro<iS 
He disEO 
it on the next morningi with a symbolic 
'.. 
. 
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however, will keep both and report that 
Charles is now strongly confident 
He abandons Ernestina, suffers 
In the meanwh1le, 
without love 9 honorp prestige 
He travels widely 0 visits America 
still loves Sarah as dearly as beforeo In 
~hat she has been located in London, and 
her0 As elsewhere in the novelf the 
with two possible denouementse I feel 
two endings can be psychologically and 
f,irst denouement shows Charles,, Sara.h 9 and their 11 t~ 
C :: ' 
-' 
• < ' •• 
In order to 
is presented as a somewhat 
and she is shown to be unhappy about her new 
09 In her central being she suffered stillf in 
she was truly and 
Love is the medium 
.·· .......... A"t ·1ast she looked up at hims Her eyes were full of.tears 0 and her look unbearably nakeda Such looks · · ·· ·· .. ·.····•··. ·.· .. · we have all once or twice in our 11 ves rece 1 ved and 
. ·. sharede They are those in which worlds melt, pasts dis~olve, moments when we know, in the resolution of pr9:foundest need, that the rock of ages can never be 
. · anything else but lo,ve O here, now, in these two hands v 
. • jo.inillgp in this blind silence in which one head comes , :to rest beneath the other; and which Charles, after :a compressed eternity, breaks~ though the question 
·(ts mo.re breathed than spoken® · ,ashall I ever. under-
. stand .Yovir. parables?'' (Pe 360) e . 
. 
... 
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stop wanti~g to understand until h1s 
n~t find this )ending satisfactory because the 
them will die for want 
Although Charles loves 
he wants to marry for his own selfish 
distance between them is even greater nowo after 
an·· opportunity to 11 ve a meaningful and indei!!O 
at the Rossetti'se She has grown considerably 
two years 9 whereas Charles has seemed to stagnate& 
of travelings 
· ·· : when· he had had his great vision of himself freed · from his age, his ancestry and class and country, he ·ha.d·not realized how much the freedom was embod-i.ed. in Sar43lhr;. in the assumption of a shared exile., •· .:fie no longer much believed ·in that freedom; he felt he had merely changed traps, or prisons a But .yet there was something in his isolation that he .···.··· could"cling tog he was the outcastQ the not like o'the:ra men, ·the result of a decison few could have taken·.~ no matter whether. it was ultimately foolish · ·. or wise0.· .. From time to time the sight of some newly wed epuple.would remind him of Ernestinao He would sea.rc.h his soul then(!> . Did he envy them or pity them? ffe.follnd t~at there at least he had few regrets@ Howeef . •·· .. ·~yer bitter .his destiny, it was nobler than that one ·.·i} h1e had rejected(Po3J5) ® 
yete He still feels in a prisone 
of 
He does not tell her that he find.sher beaut~ 
glad to see her againo Instead there is 
''For ten long moments nothing was 
her hands nervously in front of her 
• 
I 
looked down,. 'How came you here,Mr. Smith-
62 · 
Charles keeps asking her questions about:her 
an accusing tone. He seems to be more concern-
"If oniy he could ask her how9 
On what terms did they 11ve?"(p.J49). Charles 
the same mistake he first made in the Exeter 
While he is still pestering her thus@ uhis better self ••• 
It is clear 
keeps his heart and emotions under the control 
coarse understandingo With ba:ffled simplicity, 
90I do not know what to say"'(p.350). Charles 
that she does not consent, yet he never really 
She explains that she had felt com-
0'! believe I was right to destroy what 
There was a falsehood in it 9 ai.. 91 (p.351). 
saying ''I was not to blame for 
blindness, the pride 
prevented him from giving himself. It 
so clearly saw in the church 
lost, that these two celibate years were a 
might as well have become Ernestina's con-
the independent womano she has attained 
self-possession. She was able to make the 
Even when she 
we saw her serene and collected, at 
• 
• 
• 
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While Charles, rich and well-known, with 
they separate,~seems truer psycho~:, 
further removed from Sarah's tastes 
His language betrays 
judgment''(Pa35l)o If they worked 
they might.be able to bridge the communication gap~ to 
Sarah knows very well that she does not have the 
to be his guideo Charles is emotionally 
jealousy 0 and nagging() He is quite· cruel, 
her that she should not forget 
roles were reversed~ when she 
that she is too strong-willed, 
to abandon herself to her husband~s will@ She 
someone suffer because of her independent nature. 
''the rival you both share is myself e I 
I do not with to marrY0oofirst, because 
me to· 1oneliness(po)52)ooeand ,~al 
It seems 
faith had she agreed to 
· Her decison has a positive effect on Charles 
see the true meaning and hard reality of 
· .. This painful scene~ for him, was a second'' 
are told that he found ''an atom of faith in 
on which to buildo \H It seems to 
ii . 
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last paragraph that Charles now will 
rec.ognize not only the absurdity and hazards of life, but 
As Camus says, n1one must imagine 
• Charles will 00 realize'" that life, however 
some ways seem to fit the role 
symbol 9 is not one ri-ddle and one failure 
to inhabit one face alone or to be given 
losing throw of the dice, but is to be 0 however 
the city 0 s iron heart, 
And out .aga1n 0 upon the unpl1Jmbu d 0 salt O estranging 
does not favor either of the two endingso 
conventional in the sense that he merely tells 
he has 1mag"ined 0 reflecting his own preference and 
Like the theoreticians of the Nouveau Romant; Fowles 
to show the process of wr1t1ng 0 he is careful to give 
possibleo He presents two 
of one and claims that he tossed a coin to 
of them would come first in the narrative® 
reader. that the last one is not necessarily 
· value of love, ''the rock of ages, u 
seems more genuineo John Fowles remarks, to 
-
''what you must not think is tbt ·this is a 
There is an 
version comes last, whether or not it 
It presents an important and true 
man who often forgets what life 
,. 
I 
• 
• 
• 
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concluding, I will atte::!pt to define t:;.e essen.ce 
and to search for some 
that underlie his writingso 
drives; one of these 
which possesses every true artist 
from this occupationo He wrote, 
My real.self is here and now, writings Whenever I · think of th1s(the writing, not the written), experi~ . . .en.Ce{?. images to do with· exploring, single-handed · · ··-voyages O . lone mountain ascents, always spring t) un-. wanted t.o my mindo They sound romantic, but theyf re not meant.too ItVs the damned solitude@ the fear ·· ·. -· of fa:ilure ( by which I do not mean bad reviews ) , the ·· tedium of the novel form, the of·ten nauseating feel~ ing that one is prey to an unhealthy obsessionoe~ .· And when I go out and meet other people, become ,mixed in their lives and social-routines, my own so11tude, routinelessness, and freedom(which is a · · .. --•·subtle. imprisonment,,. from economic 1'worries'' often· make. me feel like·a visitor from outer space" I ·_.·1<1ke··earthment, but rum not quite sure what they're at~ I mean we regulate things better at homee But . ther~ it is~IQve been ·posted heree And there's no . transport. back 0 something like this lies behing all . I writeol 
second compulsion is a more conscious or voluntary 
concerns his commitment as a writer and thinker 
posted here 0 '' He wants to write about the things 
concern us alls. There are many proofs that 
not just consider writing to be the solitary 
of the Artist in the Ivory Towere In his 
asserts its enduring quality, its 
a free ~ormo He declares that 2• 
what it wants@ This is its down-
explairis why both forms have been so 
·. establish freedom in other fields, social and 
··believes in the novel and values it more than 
I 
• 
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unmistakably influences the novelist, yet 
as the novelo Countless forms of 
described in and by the novele 
larger publicQ In an article 
Fowles dee la.res s ''We are 
ijlaboratory 9 scrutiny but 
multifarious 
of 
The writer must go on 
va1t is where we must begin 0 and where we must 
other honest destinationeeoHis real task is 
registering something durable on that much harder, sur-,. - . \. 
This last aim 'to register some-
very f~r removed from Sartre's 
~ , 
aim of·the ecrivain engage is to reveal the 
I suggest the many ways in which Fowles reveals 
means by the term ''audience, u 
on the novel 9 he makes some general remark upon 
Anglo-Saxon cultures and literatures and he con-
1650 French writers have assumed an inter-
and the Anglo .. saxons a national one 01 7 o@ eand 
. own preference a ''I have always found this 
that the proper audience of a book ls one 
attractive than the extreme opposite 
job ot a writer is to write of and for his own 
I 
• ,. 
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countrymene ,,8 Fowles says that he avoids English 
that mean nothing to a foreigner and that he great-a 
a sentence he found in an obscure French no~rel 1 
.,,........,,_.. ....... -==-==-- t_he only motherlando . Ever sincet? I have kept it 
of what I believec v,9 In 
similar belief when he propanes 
His most interesting characters 
feels alienated in England and Alison cannot 
to the. idea of retur:r11ng to her native Aust-
.·. G-reeoe O in this novel, appears more like a character 
Nicholas says that ''what Alison was not to '· 
myself-was that I had been de~ 
the- latter part of Sep~ 
hold of all the books I 
country. It astounded me how little I knew 
and ·reads and I was like a medieval king, I 
the picture long before I saw the 
be~ween woman and landscape in this 
the beginning and reaches a climax 
of Mount Parna.ssuso Nicholas admits 
a secondary thing, by the time I left 
I thought of Alison only 
my going to greecea) When I loved her{) I thought of 
didn 1·t, then I was there without 
As one critic puts it 0 
69 • demerits of the novels, we can see that 
use of the 
from the 
and even 
helps place 
it belongs, on the strictly individual 
beyond the petty class consciousness 
the obvious advantage of 
for 1deaso GoPo in The 
teaches her about ''being'' and 
Conchis exposes many of the 
Twentieth Century Euro-
war·, racism, art and life o Charles Smithson 
somehow has mis~1nterpreted the true meaning 
failed to·ada.pte Each of these characters 
authentically~ Man is 
are painful, distressing 
the enduring efforts re-
'\ 
very considerablee 
facing the solitary and 
I 
70 critics have been annoyed by the extent of Fowles' 
allus-
refusing to confess their own ignorance, have pre~ 
call him a snoboll Fowles is not a snobe Any serious 
will appreciate the appropriateness of his thoughts and 
As one critic recently put it, 
of the world0 eul2 The same 
the world as it is, without 
excessively against its defects 
Unlike the Angrl Young Menp he presents an 
New Peopl~ rather than an apologyo We can 
she makes these 
But he 
I know what he's dohe 0 fallen in love 
he's paintings He started out painting it as µgly 
then its ugliness conquered him and he started 
prettify(po211)0 She denounces the condition 
"this has shocked me because I think everyone 
contaminated)has this selfishness and 
it is hiddeng mousy~ and perverse, or 
Religionws as good as dead~ there's nothing 
stronger and stronger 
Miranda is disgusted by writers like 
because of their lack of commitment a.nd 
I 
\: 
I 
I' 
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denunciation on their partse 
to write 
She does not say explicitly what it takes to 
but that is nevertheless implied in her 
writers. 
the narrowmindedness and the malignity of 
or so~called Hammes 
Nicholas Urfe who has become professional cyniCSe 
unqualified praise for Mira.ndao The reader gets 
into the true nature of Charles Smithson; his 
assumed by Charles himselfo There is an ironic 
of Fowlesv main characters that cannot be dis-
to see them clearlyo Most of these aspects 
-
preceding section, but two more 
hereo They concern the image of 
by Fowles vary greatly, from the 
dream-
Al1son, 
her strong opinions and speech~ Sarah 
Seitas are more difficult to definec They 
who .kn9w their own minds and are able to 
72 -personal feelings 1n order to pursue thier own aims 
In The Aristos, Fowles g1 ves his own view of Adam 
itris easy to see what his preferences are~ In ·, E 
on the novel he also declareda 
tend to dominate the malea I artif1ce 9 and woman as a kind · · · of reali tyo The one is cold idea, the other is warm Daedalus :faces Venus 9 and Venus must wine _-·technical_ problems hadnw t been so great, I have liked to make Conchis in The Magus a 
• 
The character of Mrs@ de Seitas at the end of the book was simply an aspect of his characters <as was LilYe _ Now Sarah exerts this powere She · doesn°t realize howo Nor do I y.et0l3 
.. 
domination is not cont'rived or strained 1n Fowles' 
understands female psychology and has feminine 
nature of things and human motivationso 
women are convincing and ~"rea.1°0 because he does not 
few definite attributes, he avoids typesr, 
portray 
their perplexing and unpre-
Al1son9 at the ~ery begin-
manners 
pa~sed; and then she was in the doorway, a faintly 
smile on her faceo She stood there in her white 
' 
-~. 
. 
coa.rsecafine O an expert-novice'' 
nature continually shifting and possessing 
equivocation of moods 0 impressions or feel~ 
-- The women.~ s intuitive knowledge and candid remarks never 
male characterse Sarah affects Charles in 
· It was 11as if all her mystery, his most 
. 
I 
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exposed before hims proud and submissive, 
his.slave and his equal(p@272)a Fowles 
able to recognize this shifting. q lla.11 ty, 
one emotion to another 0 this paradox1-
can remain true and one in extreme 
who remains genuine in both because she perceives 
instead of objects that oan be named, classified, 
d00 ' 
to choose between the dream-
fact'' of reality~ and he elects 
This·decision 0 we can assume, receives the author's 
From this choice, it seems that John 
of Amour-passion or romantic love~ 
sight inspired by Lily, in 
.the more existential commitment of the amour-actionol4 . \. ....... , 
Alison and forbear blaming 
feels discontent with their relationship@ 
other hand could not give himself to such a 
Thus he must endure 
He remains blind to Sarah's 
of his own blind passion and his lack of 
true and unique selfo 
ideas that matter to him, to reveal the world 
his motivations and attitudes are 
Fowlese The last point to discuss 
which was the central theme of Sartre's 
1. 
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Literature, and which is central to Fowles' 
works, Fowles -111 us tra tes the freed om of the 
none and speaks his mind, while assuming 
a mind of his owne He always provides in-
leaving the reader to choose his own ver~ 
refrains from ta.king stands on issues 0 to make value 
Conchis, Mme de Seitasg and Sarah 
be interpreted in multiple 
own e~uto11omy o They dictate 
the ·novels and the narrative structures grow 
germ~ As the author said of his writing: 
get on until I have hit the right angle exactly the right tone or voice; and and complicated of all, exactly the right attitude in myself to the theme of the book. Curiously 0 getting the right attitude in the charact-.· .... ers in not so hard; but that does not solve the real · .. problem b-etween the potter and his clay, since one .. dangerously easy way out is to allow the clay to dices · .· ·._. tate the·. s~ape o Characters are generally only too · .. happy·· to write the book, if they a.re given their heads a.:rid· hearts8 in less authropomorphic terms 0 e. writer ca.1.1 overt.29-indulge his own lesser skill w1 th serious .. unbalancing effect on his deeper structures and in-. te.ntions a 15 
make this mistake@ Even the most secondary 
and impose themselves on the reader's 
are certainly remarkable and Clegg 
without doubt the most outstanding oneso 
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from his position as 
the world as it is now 
of man, free and solitary~ and as a. crea.t-
endowed with a rich imagination and in-
uses his talent of observation, of 
fine psychological perceptions to 
fictional characterization 
self 0 carefully observed.and honestly strip~ 
Although he stresses content over against 
go through a wide range of styles, his nar~ 
his dialogues always 
All these attributes are a fair guarantee for a last=a 
One must concede that through observation and ima~ 
new ways to 
sit11ation in the world,his 
satisfactory relationships~ 
lcrivain ! th~se, he does not write tracts 
further social, political or psychological 
concern 1s with freedom, for himself as an 
last 9 but not least, 
He creates works of art which stand on their 
of their own with the irrationalit~ 
life 1tselfo 
''torn down'' and why John Fowles is 
''believe·, in short, that a book is 
knack, you can take it to 
why he could declare, ''I loathe the day 
?6 
sent to the publisher, because on that day 
one·· has loved die; they become wha. t they are---
f oss 110 organisms .for others to study and col-
what I meant by this and thate. But what 
If it wasn't clear in the book, it 
always faced with the dilemma of 
if the former seems easier than 
I must plead guilty to the usual and 
faulty generalizations 
entails@ Many aspects of 
Further research could be 
appearance and reality 
theme of nature and 
More could be said about the authorvs use of 
subtle mixture of fancy and 
which makes John Fowles so uni~ 
The accuracy of his descriptions, 
compassion already place him among 
· Footnotes 
Introduction 
5 May 19660 Po 659 
1965, Pe 585 v 
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.July 1965f) ,po 16. 
a rapprochement be-
.. 
·1n The Collector and Fowles in The Aristos 
general. principles on which both agreeo In 
they 
they 
They hate com.._ 
calls the illicit sexual rela-
Fowleso explicit condemnation of 
PPol67~175)~ Mortimer makes him 
thus, "Coitus 
whole~ of the nature of 
His interpretation of Miranda's seduction 
his lack of insight and of psychological 
last point subt1 tled ''The Duty of Care," 
Fowles and Mirandavs commitments and declares them 
gives credit to Fowl·es for having under-
are still times when the meaning of life 
Clegg'' ( P.s 16) e He ends his article by re-
may never accept this I but :tvir ~ 
he created Cleggo And he didn't 
to Philosophy'' ( p. 16)" 
• 
Edens The Aristos," Time, LXXXIV, 20 
''John Fowles~ Alone But Not Lonee.a 
Book Review, 9 November 19690 Po 20 
(New York, New American Libraryo 1970), 
references will be made to this edi-
p. 2 •.. 
i 
' 
' 
' 
. 
' 
I 
.Chapter One 
Mythe de S1syphe, ·(Paris s Gallimardo 
.The JJiyth of Sisyphus<D tro Justin QffBriene 
78 
ce ·que la Littera.ture?" Les 
p$ 1080 What is Literature? 
Frechtmano (New Yorkn Alfred Ao Knopf 9 1949), 
< May: ·one perpetuate oppression with the pretext of >putting an end to it? Is it necessary to enslave man in order.the better to free him? It will be 
,. 
.. 
said that the means is trasitoryg Not if it helps ·. create a lied1a1to and lying mankind~ for then the men > wl1.ota.ke power are no longer those who deserve to .. ··get··hol.d"'of.it; and the reasons one had for aboli-··. · < ,sh.1:ng oppression are undermined by the way he goes :.about abolishing ito Thus, the politics of the ·. Communist Party which consists of lying to 1 ts own t;roops 9 of ca.luminating, of hiding its defeats and its faults, compromises the goal which it pursuesei > On t_he other· hand, 1 t is easy to reply that in war-> a.nd" ·every revolutionary party is at war-one cannot 
• 
79 .. . the whole trutho Thus, we have .-here '.'a question of. measure o No ready ma.de formula us from an examination of each parti-oase o . It is up to us to make this examina-
November 1944 re-
) le sacrifice aveugle des hommes, 11 
moyens ont fait leurs preuveso Ces 
Il ngy a plus qu'une chose a tenter, 
illu-
I Decembre 1957 l l'Un1ver~ 
· Reprinted in Disc ours ..tl§ Sued§© ( Paris s Ga.l-
P:Pa 42es Jo 
QJJ. Vatica.no Sotieooo(Pa.risi Nou-
Lafcadio's Adventures~ tre 
Gide deals 
Lafcadio~ the protago-
he does not know, out 
He does this 
that he is endowed with free will$ 
LiExistentialisme est un Humanismee 
Po 740 Existentie.lism0 tr@ Bernard 
Philosophical Librarye 1957)~ Pc 4le 
those of Sartre as ex-
show simply that man is also value· 
• 
• 
I • 
' . 
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questions he raises are always moral. Above all, 
inventor.in him. In a sense, each situation 
are walls every-where. I've expressed myself 
are no issues to choose. An issue 1s invented. 
by inventing his own issue, invents himself. 
invented. each day o 00 
. Wordsworth, "The World is tori much with us," Son-
--· Chapter Two 
Po.2, 
July J0 0 1971.· He continues thuss "This de-
Whether there is a corresponding female desire 
(some have seen it in Miranda) I will leave 
(New Yorks Dell Publishing Company, 1963)9 
• All subsE!quent references will be made to this 
"Beauty and the Beast." The New Yorker, 
He remarks that "she writes of the air-
.room9 of ·the drag drag drag of time, of the 
. 
repeated feeling that she is going mad. 11 
Jiar:pe!: (Augusto 1963) o p. 951/ calls her vra con-
commands all the higher clich~s of the age 
,. 
f: 
'· 
I 
i 
,. 
dispensing theme'' Walter Allene "The 
Fowles o '' En,oount~i:, (Augusto 1970) p 
· ''she seems o o C, merely a stereotype of 
some educa.tione" 
New Republic~ (Au-
Hewrites that ushe is also in=-
sounds so unrelievedly awful 
wonder if she is not as well 
cellar · as back home o !' 
Sartre O 9'Qu' est ce que la Li tterature j IV \j '' 
16270 
Il/vient un instant ou tortureur et tortur6 sont d.'acco:rd; celui v la parce qu' .11 a en une seule i Y.ict;ime 0 · ,ssourvi _ symboliquement sa haine de 
· l'humaniter entiere, celui-ci pa.rce qu' il ne peut supporter sa_faute qu 9 en la portant a l'extreme · et: _q'Ui111 ne peut endurer la haine qu' il se porte 
·· ·•··_. !'fU'_~n >haissant tous les autres hommes avec lui jg Plus. ta.rd, le .. bourreau s~ra pendu·, peut-etre; si .elle en rechappe, _peut-etre la victime se rache-. ·.· , tera~ mais~ qui eff9-cera cette Messe ou deux 11C9 
· · bertes ont .communie dans la destruction de 
.llhu.mai:n? 
81 
Le Grand Meaulneso (Paris a Gallimard, 
a fifteen year old school boy who dis~ 
lost domalne in which 
He participates in them, 
Yvonne de Galais and spends 
search of the lost domaine 
of his princesse When he does 
he· leaves her the next day, setting 
her brother who had mysteriously disappeared. 
-----------~~~~-~ --
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of Franz Kafka," Mosaic, IIIe · 
e:=:=- Magus. (New YorkB Dell Publishing Com-
Po 2550 All subsequent references will be 
editions 
Boston, Po 2. 
Chute: (Parisi Gallimard 0 1956)0 
QWBrien. (New Yorks Alfred Ae Knopf, 
M'agus ··'' America, 12 February 
This critic provides one of the most sensi-
The Ma.guso 
The French Lieutenant's Womanc (New Yorks 
All subsequent refe-
Frecht-
00S:isyphus, proletarian of the gods, powerless 
the whole extent of his wretched con-
thinks of during his descento The lu-
There is.no fate that cannot be sur~ 
''If the descent is thus some-
in sorrow, it can also take place in joy® 
too muche o oHappi.ness and the absurd are two 
90) e 
Chapter Three 
"Notes on Writing a Novel. n _Harperp 
96~,. 
Recollections of Kafkao" Mosaic III, 
1970) 0 Pe JS. In the same article 0 he goes on 
writers should not write to please the profea-
o:f'morticians"(Po 35), but rather "to 
large"(Po J6). Fowles further explains 
particular short cut between Parnas-
Academe with the greatest suspicions 
has been the first on occasion to 
of a disregarded writers but that 
us writers from going on public trial" 
I 
,Qu•est-oe gue la Litterature? In 
ideolocs.) 
commitment to reveal the 
que la parole est action; 11 
;' qu'on ne peut devoiler 
The reader is free and 
his generos1 ty i ''C' est 
83 
se faire reoonna.1tre 
de 1•3tre81 (p.802)o The reader 
, 
II.'. . 
I ... 
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de d,voiler et de cr~er a la fois; de 
Creelf par d~VOilement II (po 7 91) 9 and 
He 
la 
' .. ' , 
' , 
'~
 est nega:~1v1Mtes elle contestera l'alienation du 
-~ " tant qu•elle est creation et depassement, elle 
action creatrice~ elle 1°accompag-
dans son effort pour d~passer son ali~nation prlsente 
''Note-on Writing_oao 1a Pe 940 
''Waterhouse, Storey, and Fowles, \A/hi-
The New York Review of 
He calls it ''a colossal 
the ending because to him, 
·He finds that 9'when the novel draws 
inevitably into non-
very dissatisfaction 1s deli-
the author 0 s sadistic animuse" 
the Bore 0 9' The ,,Repo;rter, 
He finds that ''puzzles a.re out-
allus1ons 0- which sprout as though 
a survey ·course in western oiviliza..s 
(Summer 1966), Po 
has mocked the ·aphorisms of The Aristos, he 
,. 
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Conohis which are ''more elegant but not 
. 
. 
This critic 
the novels o ''No Wise, The Magus e '' 
5 May~ 1966, Po J8le There are 
denounces the 0 id1ocy" 
he calls 99 a silly book and an 
on Wr1t1ngoae 1' p. 940 
L'Amour et l'Occidento (Parisi Plon 9 
. This book entails challenging study of 
cqnvincing readings of 
Passion is the foundation of the 11~ 
Passion is carried over in our ·own 
.Th.e existential commitment, the res pons i bili ty and 
Then marriage will no longer 
which is doomed to vanish sooner or 
basis for conscious and responsible 
1nMy Recollections of Kafkao '' PP a 32 .. :3, 
on Writingo e liDQ Po97e 
. ' 
• 
•• 
I ' 
I 
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